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this book explores the contemporary phenomenon of forced marriage and honour killings in britain set against a background of increasing honour based violence
within the country s south asian and muslim diasporas the book traces the development of the honour question over the past two decades it accordingly witnesses
unprecedented changes in public awareness and government policy including ground breaking honour specific legislation and the criminalisation of forced marriage
all of which makes britain an important context for the study of this now indigenous and self perpetuating social problem in considering the scale of the challenge
and its underlying causes attention is paid to the intersections of gendered power structures that disadvantage female members of honour cultures as well as
feminist theories that seek to explain them the book features five key case studies of honour killings and draws from a wide range of narratives including those of
honour violence survivors grassroots service providers and legislators such myriad of perspectives reveals the complexity of the honour issue and the deep
ideological divisions that characterise it with the uk s multiculturalist discourse unable to reconcile protecting patriarchal minority cultures with safeguarding
gender equality and human rights the book raises fundamental questions about the country s future direction following a long trend of state sponsored
integrationist policies the government s response to the honour question points decisively in the direction of a post multicultural british nation marriages spanning
borders are not a new phenomenon but occur with increasing frequency and contribute substantially to international mobility and transnational engagement
perhaps because such migration has often been treated as secondary to labor migration marriage has until recent years been a neglected field in migration studies
in contemporary europe transnational marriages have become an increasingly focal issue for immigration regimes for whom these border crossing family formations
represent a significant challenge this timely volume brings together work from europe and beyond addressing the issue of transnational marriage from a range of
perspectives including legal frameworks processes of integration and gendered dynamics presenting substantial new empirical material and taking a fresh look at
key concepts in this area showcasing research from across the social sciences this edited volume seeks to provide readers with an empirically grounded sense of
how many lesbian gay bisexual and transgender lgbt people marry in the us and canada what their marriages look like and how lgbt people themselves are impacted
by marriage and marriage equality prior to marriage equality lawmakers and activists across the political spectrum debated whether same sex couples should have
the legal right to marry and likewise academic research to date has focused mostly on the politics of same sex marriage however this edited volume focuses on lgbt
people themselves and their intimate relationships in the era of marriage equality including both quantitative and qualitative social science research it features 14
primary chapters that examine a diverse set of topics including demographic patterns in same sex marriage and cohabitation marital aspirations and motivations
among lgbt people arrangements and dynamics within same sex relationships and the legal benefits and informal privileges associated with marriage the edited
volume will be of interest to scholars across a wide range of disciplines including sociology psychology child and family studies communications social work and
economics while also offering valuable information for laypeople generally interested in families and or lgbt studies as china globalizes the number of marriages
between chinese people and foreigners is increasing these chinese foreign marriages have profound implications for china s cultural identity this book based on
extensive original research outlines the different types of chinese foreign marriage and divorce and the changing scale and changing patterns of such marriages and
divorces and examines how such marriages and divorces are portrayed in different kinds of media it shows how those types of chinese foreign marriage where
chinese patriotism and chinese values are preserved are depicted favourably whereas other kinds of chinese foreign marriage especially those where chinese
women marry foreign nationals are disapproved of male foreign nationals being seen as having a propensity to infidelity deception violence and taking advantage of
chinese women the book contrasts the portrayal of chinese foreign marriage with the reality and with the depiction of chinese chinese marriage where many of the
same problems apply overall the book sheds much light on changing social processes and on current imaginings of china s place in the world culminating a decade
of conferences that have explored presidential speech the prospect of presidential rhetoric assesses progress and suggests directions for both the practice of
presidential speech and its study in part one following an analytic review of the field by martin medhurst contributors address the state of the art in their own areas
of expertise roderick p hart then summarizes their work in the course of his rebuttal of an argument made by political scientist george edwards that presidential
rhetoric lacks political impact part two of the volume consists of the forward looking reports of six task forces comprising more than forty scholars charged with
outlining the likely future course of presidential rhetoric as well as the major questions scholars should ask about it and the tools at their disposal the prospect of
presidential rhetoric will serve as a pivotal work for students and scholars of public discourse and the presidency who seek to understand the shifting landscape of
american political leadership a house divided helps answer the question how do christians form moral judgments about sex linked issues after analyzing key
differences between conservative and progressive christians on such divisive issues as abortion sex education and same sex marriage readers will learn how a
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combination of four factors can lead to principled christian morality first a review of diverse interpretive comments on relevant scriptures can help identify a
foundation for agreement as well as sharpen differences second a review of psychological factors can help identify prejudices personality traits and powerful
emotions that intensify and color public debate third new research on moral psychology will add six dimensions of analysis to appreciating the reasons conservatives
and progressives draw upon when forming moral judgments and finally knowledge about sexual attraction sexual orientation conception and sexual health is vital to
thinking ethically about the specific issues addressed in this book england is well known as the only protestant state not to introduce divorce in the sixteenth
century reformation only at the end of the seventeenth century did divorce by private act of parliament become available for a select few men and only in 1857 did
the divorce act and its creation of judicial divorces extend the possibility more broadly aspects of the history of divorce are well known from studies which typically
privilege the records of the church courts that claimed a monopoly on marriage but why did england alone of all protestant jurisdictions not allow divorce with
remarriage in the era of the reformation and how did people in failed marriages cope with this absence one part of the answer to the first question kesselring and
stretton argue and a factor that shaped people s responses to the second lay in another distinctive aspect of english law its common law formulation of coverture the
umbrella term for married women s legal status and property rights the bonds of marriage stayed tightly tied in post reformation england in part because marriage
was as much about wealth as it was about salvation or sexuality and english society had deeply invested in a system that subordinated a wife s identity and property
to those of the man she married to understand this dimension of divorce s history this study looks beyond the church courts to the records of other judicial bodies
the secular courts of common law and equity to bring fresh perspective to a history that remains relevant today this court practice guide enables you to avoid the
most common pitfalls encountered across the spectrum of family proceedings thereby speeding up litigation and avoiding unnecessary work and wasted costs
orders it covers every aspect of the court process across family proceedings from divorce and financial remedies to private law and public law children injunctions
and committals and appeals the guidance is set out with clear references to source materials and is supplemented by forms and other practical information the work
is a key staple widely referred to within the family court principal registry of the family division other district registries and county courts the 7th edition includes
the following divorce reform changes to committal proceedings domestic abuse act 2021 inc pd 12j and rule 3a presumption of diminished evidence and
vulnerability of witnesses pd 3aa jurisdiction issues parental alienation this title is included in bloomsbury professional s family law online service an illuminating
overview of the development benefits and importance of ritual in everyday life written by a leading cognitive anthropologist the hidden powers of ritual is an
engaging introduction to ritual studies that presents ritual as an evolved form of human behavior of almost unimaginable significance to our species every day
across the globe people gather to share meals brew caffeinated beverages or honor their ancestors in this book bradd shore a respected anthropologist reaches
beyond familiar big r rituals to present life s humbler overshadowed moments exploring everything from the balinese pelebon to baseball to family zoom sessions in
the age of covid to the sobering reenactment rituals surrounding the moore s ford lynchings in each ritual shore shows how our capacity to ritualize behavior is a
remarkable part of the human story encompassing both the commonly unlabeled interaction rituals studied by sociologists and the symbolically elaborated sacred
rituals of religious studies shore organizes his conception around detailed case studies drawn from international research and personal experience weaving
scholarship with a memoir of a life encompassed by ritual a probing exploration that matches breadth with accessibility the hidden powers of ritual is a provocative
contribution to ritual theory that will appeal to a wide range of readers curious about why these unique repetitive acts matter in our lives the definitive anthology of
wisdom and wit about one of life s most complex intriguing and personal subjects when and whom do you marry how do you keep a spouse content do all engaged
couples get cold feet how cold is so cold that you should pivot and flee where and how do children fit in is infidelity always wrong in this volume you won t find a
single answer to your questions about marriage you will find hundreds spanning centuries and cultures sources and genres the marriage book offers entries from
ancient history and modern politics poetry and pamphlets plays and songs newspaper ads and postcards it is an a to z compendium exploring topics from adam and
eve to anniversaries fidelity to freedom separations to sex in this volume you ll hear from novelists clergymen sex experts and presidents with guest appearances by
the likes of liz and dick ralph and alice louis ck and neil patrick harris casanova calls marriage the tomb of love and stephen king calls it his greatest
accomplishment with humor perspective breadth and warmth the marriage book is sure to become a classic legacy of limga continues the story of a family living in a
small rural community with a gold mining history in queensland australia the people in the story are all fictional but the historical events are accurate this story
looks back from a 2015 perspective to retrace the legacy of a little girl born on the banks of the mary river in gympie in 1869 it will uncover her ongoing journey of
faith family love and heartache as the whole town grows from an insignificant small backblock town to a city through two world wars and the unfolding of incredible
changes that swept the whole australian continent during the twentieth century and into the twenty first century this is the story of community courage and of
christian tenacity but it is also the story of family and a legacy that resonates through generations that is more than about material possessions legacy relates to
everyone who believes that love is stronger than hatred and that true courage is not just about triumphing in hard times but the hope that rises towards an even
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better tomorrow legacy is a journey through generations and it traces peoples strength through the historical events many of them tragic and challenging in their
lifetimes drawing on both biblical studies scholarship and practitioner experience this book explores the disjuncture between complementarian accounts of biblical
marriage and intersections of marriage and violence in texts from jewish and christian scriptures this volume challenges authoritative complementarian claims to
the bible s allegedly clear and unequivocal directions on marriage it refutes these claims with analysis of the muddled and often violent depictions of marriage in the
bible itself regular reminders show why such an exploration matters that is because recourse to the authority and plain meaning of the bible has had and continues
to have impact on real people s lives sometimes this impact is violent and traumatic notably when the bible is weaponised to justify intimate partner violence this
book explores a wide range of biblical texts and interpretations particular focus is placed on the influential pronouncements on biblical marriage by the us family
research council and council for biblical manhood and womanhood textual analysis includes close focus on genesis 1 3 malachi 2 and ephesians 5 this book will
appeal to students of biblical studies and theology as well as anyone interested in research based activism and in how sacred texts are directed towards modern day
to day life it investigates marriage the bible and violence all of which play significant roles in public discourses and popular culture marriage for life begins by
listening to the lived experiences of catholic married hiv positive women in order to better understand their struggles the eight women interviewed in chicago
illinois usa shared their stories of marriage of family life of church involvement and of living with hiv their candid reflections offer a fresh and grounded perspective
on the challenges of living with hiv in a us context after listening to and learning from these women s experiences reimer barry constructs a theology of christian
marriage that is life giving in a world with aids while catholic teachings have developed and now affirm the equal dignity of women and men troubling legacies of
women s subordination remain embedded in liturgical practices and theological texts arguing that self care is an indispensable component of a healthy marriage
reimer barry constructs a life affirming theology of marriage that is sensitive to the struggles of her collaborators she argues that marriage for life must promote
the full flourishing of both partners respect wives as equal partners with their husbands and offer a coherent and empowering sexual ethic building on the wisdom
of her collaborators lived experiences reimer barry examines the need for a more adequate catholic response to hiv and aids arguing that church communities
should promote comprehensive sexual education affirm both abstinence and condom use for hiv prevention and actively work to reduce stigmatizing behaviors
within church communities she also unpacks the implications of marriage for life for catholic liturgical practice marriage preparation programs sexual education
programs and family ministries modeling her method on what pope francis calls the art of accompaniment reimer barry argues that catholic theology of marriage
must be renewed and updated so that all can plainly understand that marriage is for life application forms and ordering information for the vital records you need
for driver s licenses passports jobs social security proof of identity etc cover christian marriage is a permanent union which requires the commitment of both
spouses for its maintenance through fulfillment of its stipulations the failure of the fulfillment of the latter provides legitimate grounds for divorce and remarriage of
the innocent party this work employs a fourfold approach for the development of nt ethical argumentation based on richard b hays moral vision of the new
testament the author establishes the proper contextual grounds for the nt study through formulation of the old testament perspective on marriage as covenant the
relevant nt passages are examined through historical critical and narrative critical methods a critical study of the main christian traditions leads to an ecumenical
formulation of the theological conclusions pragmatic implementation of the thesis follows an examination of the contemporary pluralistic context and applications in
both christian communities and the larger society within its legislative system the phenomenon of bankonka postponement of marriage is increasingly reported in
contemporary japanese media clearly illustrating the changing patterns of modern lifestyles and attitudes towards marriage personal obligation and ambition this is
the first book in recent years to explore the contemporary state of marriage in japanese society setting out the different perceptions and expectations of marriage in
today s japan the book discusses how economic issues and the family impact on marital behaviour contrary to the views of some feminists that young women have
no interest in improving their status and position this book argues that by delaying marriage and childrearing young women can be seen as rebels challenging
japanese patriarchal society unlike many other studies it gives equal attention to male gender roles and masculinity exploring what constitutes being a real man in
japan through the analysis of mainstream and non mainstream conceptions of masculinity that co exist in contemporary japan and considers the implications of such
different roles for the institution of marriage it investigates the roles of wife and mother articulating why the strict division of labour defining men as breadwinners
and women as homemakers became popular moreover it describes the changing character of courtship relationships explaining why the norm has shifted from
arranged marriages pre 1945 to love marriages after that period finally it puts the japanese experience into cross cultural international context with a series of
comparisons with marriage elsewhere both in asia including in korea and hong kong and in western countries such as france sweden italy and the united states
unconventional muslim marriages have been topics of heated public debate around the globe religious scholars policy makers political actors media personalities
and women s activists discuss promote or reject unregistered transnational interreligious and other boundary crossing marriages couples entering into such
marriages however often have different concerns from those publicly discussed based on ethnographic research in europe the middle east north africa and asia the
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chapters of this volume examine couples motivations for aspirations about and abilities to enter into these marriages the contributions show the diverse ways in
which such marriages are concluded and inquire into how they are performed authorized or contested as muslim marriages these marriages may challenge existing
ties of belonging and transform boundaries between religious and other communities but they may also and sometimes simultaneously reproduce and solidify them
building on insights from different disciplines both from the social sciences anthropology political science gender and sexuality studies and from the humanities
history islamic legal studies religious studies the authors address a wide range of controversial muslim marriages unregistered interreligious transnational etc and
include the views of religious scholars state authorities and political actors and activists as well as the couples themselves their families and their wider social circle
the book that s helped thousands of couples live in the u s together you re engaged or married to a u s citizen or permanent resident and all you want is the right to
be together in the united states should be simple right it s not the pile of application forms can be overwhelming the bureaucracy isn t helpful and delays are
inevitable this book will help you succeed discover the fastest and best application strategy avoid common and serious mistakes prepare for meetings with officials
prove your marriage is real not a fraud deal with the two year testing period for new marriages the 11th edition covers the latest higher income requirements
easing of trump era regulations that put more immigrants at risk of being denied visas as a likely public charge and a new covid vaccine requirement it also
provides handy checklists and illustrative sample forms use this book if you are living in the united states or overseas and your fiancé is a u s citizen your spouse is a
u s citizen or your spouse is a u s permanent resident ilona bray began practicing immigration law because of her concern with international human rights issues
she is the author of becoming a u s citizen and u s immigration made easy both published by nolo check out her immigration related postings on nolo s blog after
her parents had both died in an accident she had to sign an agreement with him to save her family s company it was stated in the agreement that he would save her
company on the condition that she would allow him to do whatever he wanted with her just because she resembled the woman he had once loved he had toyed with
her a million times and tortured her in every possible way he humiliated her in front of others and then abandoned her she had loved him but had suffered it wasn t
until the agreement expires that she finally ran away from him by the time she left she was already pregnant a few years later she brought her adorable child back
and became strong and cold blooded when they met again he doted on her so much marriage and the family mirror of a diverse global society is a comprehensive
text about marriage and the family in sociology family science and diversity studies the book is divided into four parts studying marriage patterns and
understanding family diversity developing and maintaining intimate relationships tackling family issues and managing household crises and appreciating
contemporary living arrangements in a diverse american society and across the global community marriage and the family is unique in its focus on diversity as well
as its global perspective diversity overview boxes feature vignettes of family diversity in america global overview boxes invite students to experience family life in
different areas of the world indeed families become a mirror that helps students see a diversifying american society and a globalizing world for more than 40 years
the historic documents series has made primary source research easy by presenting full primary documents and excerpts from documents on the important events
of each year for the united states and the world each volume includes approximately 70 events with well over 100 documents from the previous year from official or
other influential reports and surveys to speeches from leaders and opinion makers to court cases legislation testimony and much more historic documents is
renowned for the well written and informative background history and context it provides for each document each volume begins with an insightful essay that sets
the year s events in context and each document or group of documents is preceded by a comprehensive introduction that provides background information on the
event full source citations are provided readers have easy access to material through a detailed thematic table of contents and a cumulative five year index that
directs them to related material in earlier volumes ancestry magazine focuses on genealogy for today s family historian with tips for using ancestry com advice from
family history experts and success stories from genealogists across the globe regular features include found by megan smolenyak reader submitted heritage recipes
howard wolinsky s tech driven nextgen feature articles a timeline how to tips for family tree maker and insider insight to new tools and records at ancestry com
ancestry magazine is published 6 times yearly by ancestry inc parent company of ancestry com what is involved in the practice of thinking theologically about
marriage key writers and thinkers offer an informed considered and constructive guide to a number of central questions including mike higton on marriage gender
and christian doctrine charlotte metheun on what we can learn from the history of marriage ben fulford on thinking about marriage with scripture julie gittoes on
the liturgical theology of marriage john bradbury on marriage as vocation brett gray on reproduction and the body s grace susannah cornwall on being faithful to
our sexuate bodies rachel muers on developing a contemporary theology of marriage and much more reflecting a broad theological and eccesiological spectrum
within the christian tradition thinking again about marriage offers a vital resource for critical thinking and reflective practice the greatest threat to privacy today is
not the nsa but good old american companies internet giants leading retailers and other firms are voraciously gathering data with little oversight from anyone in las
vegas no company knows the value of data better than caesars entertainment many thousands of enthusiastic clients pour through the ever open doors of their
casinos the secret to the company s success lies in their one unrivaled asset they know their clients intimately by tracking the activities of the overwhelming
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majority of gamblers they know exactly what games they like to play what foods they enjoy for breakfast when they prefer to visit who their favorite hostess might
be and exactly how to keep them coming back for more caesars dogged data gathering methods have been so successful that they have grown to become the world
s largest casino operator and have inspired companies of all kinds to ramp up their own data mining in the hopes of boosting their targeted marketing efforts some
do this themselves some rely on data brokers others clearly enter a moral gray zone that should make american consumers deeply uncomfortable we live in an age
when our personal information is harvested and aggregated whether we like it or not and it is growing ever more difficult for those businesses that choose not to
engage in more intrusive data gathering to compete with those that do tanner s timely warning resounds yes there are many benefits to the free flow of all this data
but there is a dark unregulated and destructive netherworld as well the introduction of legislative structures for same sex relationships provides a new lens for
grappling with the politics of sexuality in schools and society the emergence of civil partnership and same sex marriage in ireland brings to the fore international
debates around public intimacy religion in the public sphere secularism and the politics of sexuality equality building on queer feminist and affect theory in
innovative ways this book offers insight into the everyday negotiations of lgbt q teachers as they operate between and across the intersecting fields of education
religion and lgbt q politics neary illustrates the complexity of negotiating personal and professional identities for lgbt q teachers introduces an expansive vision of
the family and a brilliant legal arrangement that will protect the lives of millions of adults today about half of all adults are unmarried many of those are in
significant relationships some intimate others based in friendship finances or family ties but the law offers them few protections amid the growing recognition that
modern families take all shapes more than marriage presents a refreshing vision for the future with this book noted family law expert john g culhane takes us on a
guided tour of how the march toward marriage equality spun off a number of other legal statuses and explores how the law has expanded and where it falls short
this lively living history is grounded in relatable in depth interviews that give voice to the millions of americans building family structures outside the protections of
marriage whether by choice necessity or exclusion culhane proposes an updated legal status that offers flexible and portable benefits for a diverse range of
commitments and needs as more than marriage shows this choose your own adventure structure more accurately reflects and more equitably protects the many
kinds of families we choose to build unearth your family s past by mining the global wealth of digital and print ancestry records in how to do everything genealogy
award winning researcher and genealogy writer george g morgan shows how to start and continue your family history research using traditional records and
techniques as well as the full array of online databases digitized records social networks and other tools learn how to organize and create your family tree find
documents about your family research census documents military service records and land and property rolls plan a successful genealogy research trip evaluate
sources and other vital skills to help you uncover and illuminate your family s story structure an effective research strategy locate and access genealogy resources
for u s canadian uk and ireland and australian research see illustrations of scores of sample documents get past brick walls and dead ends in your research place
your ancestors in geographical and historical context access libraries archives and other repositories online learn the most efficient internet search techniques
research and verify ancestors using genetic genealogy dna use social networking sites and collaboration techniques discover and use alternative research paths to
locate difficult to find records learn to integrate your research by reviewing a real case study botany in the romantic era played a role in debates about life nature
and knowledge as evidenced in this ambitious beautifully illustrated study winner 2012 british society for literature and science book prize romanticism was a
cultural and intellectual movement characterized by discovery revolution and the poetic as well as by the philosophical relationship between people and nature
botany sits at the intersection where romantic scientific and literary discourses meet clandestine marriage explores the meaning and methods of how plants were
represented and reproduced in scientific literary artistic and material cultures of the period theresa m kelley synthesizes romantic debates about taxonomy and
morphology the contemporary interest in books and magazines devoted to plant study and images and writings by such authors as mary wollstonecraft and anna
letitia barbauld period botanical paintings of flowers are reproduced in vibrant color bringing her argument and the romantics passion for plants to life in addition
to exploring botanic thought and practice in the context of british romanticism kelley also looks to the german philosophical traditions of kant hegel and goethe and
to charles darwin s reflections on orchids and plant pollination her interdisciplinary approach allows a deeper understanding of a time when exploration of the
natural world was a culture wide enchantment the first book to examine religious feminist activists in israel the u s and kuwait this four volume collection of
primarily newly transcribed manuscript material brings together sources from both sides of the atlantic and from a wide variety of regional archives it is the first
collection of its kind allowing comparisons between the development of the family in england and america during a time of significant change volume 4 managing
families ii in this final volume documents are focused on some of the more negative aspects of family life sections focus on authority power and discontent violence
and conflict and death and mourning topics include estate disputes contested marriages spousal abuse deaths wills and memorials how do people talk about
marriage who gets to do the talking when why where and how do these things change from the experiences of women forced to marry as children to those of older
women who never married from investigations of cross border marriage applications to christian pastors sermons on divorce from oppositional media discussions of
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same sex marriage to pro marriage equality protest signs this collection presents research from across the globe addressing the often shifting context specific ways
that we talk about marriage developed from the work of the uk based discourses of marriage research group and a two day conference drawing together scholars
interested in talk of marriage and related topics this interdisciplinary volume brings together linguists psychologists and film makers and draws on data from the uk
germany taiwan the us belgium and turkey it is intended both as a survey of some contemporary trends in research on marriage and as a foundation for further
research the chapters in this book except for chapters 1 and 7 were originally published as a special issue of the journal critical discourse studies this volume comes
with a new introduction this 2007 book analyzes how why and when pre modern europeans documented their marriages through property deeds marital settlements
dotal charters church court depositions wedding liturgies and other indicia of marital consent the authors consider both the function of documentation in the
process of marrying and what the surviving documents say about pre modern marriage and how people in the day understood it drawing on archival evidence from
classical rome medieval france england iceland and ireland and renaissance florence douai and geneva the volume provides a rich interdisciplinary analysis of the
range of marital customs laws and practices in western christendom the chapters include freshly translated specimen documents that bring the reader closer to the
actual practice of marrying than the normative literature of pre modern theology and canon law this volume presents for the first time evidence for non royal
consanguineous marriage in ancient egypt the evidence was collated from select sources from the middle kingdom to the roman period and it has been used to
investigate the potential economic and biological outcomes particularly beyond the level of sibling and half sibling unions this book examines the existing
constitutional and legal system in england wales and scotland through the prism of its treatment of religion and belief the study encompasses questions of church
state relations but pushes far beyond these it asks whether the approach to religion which has spread out from establishment to permeate the whole legal
framework is a cause of concern or celebration in relation to individual and collective freedoms the primary focus of the work is the synergy between the religious
dimension of the juridical system and the fundamental pillars of the constitution parliamentary sovereignty the rule of law separation of powers and human rights
javier garcía oliva and helen hall challenge the view that separation between public and religious authorities is the most conducive means of nurturing a free and
democratic society in modern britain the authors explore whether counter intuitively for some the religious dynamic to the legal system actually operates to
safeguard liberties and has a role in generating an inclusive and adaptable backdrop for our collective life they suggest that the present paradigm brings benefits
for citizens of all shades of religious belief and opinion including atheist and humanist perspectives as well as secondary advantages for those with profound beliefs
on non religious matters such as pacifism and veganism in support of their contentions garcía oliva and hall examine how the religious dimension of the legal
framework operates to further essential constitutional principles in diverse settings ranging from criminal to family law in a groundbreaking move the authors also
set the legal discussion alongside its social and cultural context they consider how the theological perspectives of the larger faith traditions might influence
members ideas around the key constitutional precepts and they include extracts from interviews which give the personal perspective of more than 100 individuals
on contemporary issues of law and religious freedom these voices are drawn from a range of fields and positions on faith while the authors are at pains to stress that
these sections do not support or advance their legal or theological conclusions they do provide readers with a human backdrop to the discussion and demonstrate its
crucial importance in twenty first century britain beyond the institution of marriage its norms and rules what was life like for married couples in greco roman
antiquity this volume explores a wide range of sources over seven centuries to uncover possible answers to this question on tombstones curse or oracular tablets in
contracts petitions letters treatises biographies novels and poems throughout egypt greece and rome 107 couples express themselves or are given life by their
contemporaries and share their experiences of and views on marital relationships and their practical and emotional consequences renowned scholars and the next
generation of experts explore seven centuries of source material to uncover the dynamics of the married life of metropolitan and provincial famous and unknown
young and old couples men s and women s hopes fears traumas joys endeavours and needs are analysed and reveal an array of interactions and behaviours that
enlighten us on gender roles social expectations and intimate dealings in antiquity known texts are revisited new evidence is put forward and novel interpretations
and concepts are offered which highlight local and chronological specificities as well as transhistorical commonalities the analysis of married life in greco roman
antiquity from ongoing vetting process to place where to find security reveals the fundamental yearning to be included and loved and how the tensions created by
the sometimes contradictory demands of traditional ideals and individual realities can be resolved furthering our knowledge of social and cultural mechanisms
married life in greco roman antiquity will provide valuable resources of interest to scholars and students of classical studies as well as social history gender studies
family history the history of emotions and microhistory weave your way through the tangled web of medicare medicare for dummies 3rd edition will help you
navigate the complicated often confusing maze of the medicare system in simple language with clear step by step instructions the book helps you determine how
and when to enroll avoid costly mistakes and find a plan that is right for you and your family written bypatricia barry a nationally recognized authority on medicare
and medicare part d prescription drug coverage this invaluable resource offers tips on reducing out of pocket expenses guidance for knowing your rights and
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protections ways to choose the best policy for you with this definitive guide you ll get answers to the most common and not so common questions about medicare to
get the most out of your coverage



Forced Marriage and 'Honour' Killings in Britain 2016-03-09 this book explores the contemporary phenomenon of forced marriage and honour killings in britain set
against a background of increasing honour based violence within the country s south asian and muslim diasporas the book traces the development of the honour
question over the past two decades it accordingly witnesses unprecedented changes in public awareness and government policy including ground breaking honour
specific legislation and the criminalisation of forced marriage all of which makes britain an important context for the study of this now indigenous and self
perpetuating social problem in considering the scale of the challenge and its underlying causes attention is paid to the intersections of gendered power structures
that disadvantage female members of honour cultures as well as feminist theories that seek to explain them the book features five key case studies of honour
killings and draws from a wide range of narratives including those of honour violence survivors grassroots service providers and legislators such myriad of
perspectives reveals the complexity of the honour issue and the deep ideological divisions that characterise it with the uk s multiculturalist discourse unable to
reconcile protecting patriarchal minority cultures with safeguarding gender equality and human rights the book raises fundamental questions about the country s
future direction following a long trend of state sponsored integrationist policies the government s response to the honour question points decisively in the direction
of a post multicultural british nation
Transnational Marriage 2013-05-02 marriages spanning borders are not a new phenomenon but occur with increasing frequency and contribute substantially to
international mobility and transnational engagement perhaps because such migration has often been treated as secondary to labor migration marriage has until
recent years been a neglected field in migration studies in contemporary europe transnational marriages have become an increasingly focal issue for immigration
regimes for whom these border crossing family formations represent a significant challenge this timely volume brings together work from europe and beyond
addressing the issue of transnational marriage from a range of perspectives including legal frameworks processes of integration and gendered dynamics presenting
substantial new empirical material and taking a fresh look at key concepts in this area
The Social Science of Same-Sex Marriage 2022-01-29 showcasing research from across the social sciences this edited volume seeks to provide readers with an
empirically grounded sense of how many lesbian gay bisexual and transgender lgbt people marry in the us and canada what their marriages look like and how lgbt
people themselves are impacted by marriage and marriage equality prior to marriage equality lawmakers and activists across the political spectrum debated
whether same sex couples should have the legal right to marry and likewise academic research to date has focused mostly on the politics of same sex marriage
however this edited volume focuses on lgbt people themselves and their intimate relationships in the era of marriage equality including both quantitative and
qualitative social science research it features 14 primary chapters that examine a diverse set of topics including demographic patterns in same sex marriage and
cohabitation marital aspirations and motivations among lgbt people arrangements and dynamics within same sex relationships and the legal benefits and informal
privileges associated with marriage the edited volume will be of interest to scholars across a wide range of disciplines including sociology psychology child and
family studies communications social work and economics while also offering valuable information for laypeople generally interested in families and or lgbt studies
Love and Marriage in Globalizing China 2014-11-13 as china globalizes the number of marriages between chinese people and foreigners is increasing these chinese
foreign marriages have profound implications for china s cultural identity this book based on extensive original research outlines the different types of chinese
foreign marriage and divorce and the changing scale and changing patterns of such marriages and divorces and examines how such marriages and divorces are
portrayed in different kinds of media it shows how those types of chinese foreign marriage where chinese patriotism and chinese values are preserved are depicted
favourably whereas other kinds of chinese foreign marriage especially those where chinese women marry foreign nationals are disapproved of male foreign
nationals being seen as having a propensity to infidelity deception violence and taking advantage of chinese women the book contrasts the portrayal of chinese
foreign marriage with the reality and with the depiction of chinese chinese marriage where many of the same problems apply overall the book sheds much light on
changing social processes and on current imaginings of china s place in the world
The Prospect of Presidential Rhetoric 2008-01-17 culminating a decade of conferences that have explored presidential speech the prospect of presidential
rhetoric assesses progress and suggests directions for both the practice of presidential speech and its study in part one following an analytic review of the field by
martin medhurst contributors address the state of the art in their own areas of expertise roderick p hart then summarizes their work in the course of his rebuttal of
an argument made by political scientist george edwards that presidential rhetoric lacks political impact part two of the volume consists of the forward looking
reports of six task forces comprising more than forty scholars charged with outlining the likely future course of presidential rhetoric as well as the major questions
scholars should ask about it and the tools at their disposal the prospect of presidential rhetoric will serve as a pivotal work for students and scholars of public
discourse and the presidency who seek to understand the shifting landscape of american political leadership
A House Divided 2016-03-29 a house divided helps answer the question how do christians form moral judgments about sex linked issues after analyzing key



differences between conservative and progressive christians on such divisive issues as abortion sex education and same sex marriage readers will learn how a
combination of four factors can lead to principled christian morality first a review of diverse interpretive comments on relevant scriptures can help identify a
foundation for agreement as well as sharpen differences second a review of psychological factors can help identify prejudices personality traits and powerful
emotions that intensify and color public debate third new research on moral psychology will add six dimensions of analysis to appreciating the reasons conservatives
and progressives draw upon when forming moral judgments and finally knowledge about sexual attraction sexual orientation conception and sexual health is vital to
thinking ethically about the specific issues addressed in this book
Marriage, Separation, and Divorce in England, 1500-1700 2022 england is well known as the only protestant state not to introduce divorce in the sixteenth
century reformation only at the end of the seventeenth century did divorce by private act of parliament become available for a select few men and only in 1857 did
the divorce act and its creation of judicial divorces extend the possibility more broadly aspects of the history of divorce are well known from studies which typically
privilege the records of the church courts that claimed a monopoly on marriage but why did england alone of all protestant jurisdictions not allow divorce with
remarriage in the era of the reformation and how did people in failed marriages cope with this absence one part of the answer to the first question kesselring and
stretton argue and a factor that shaped people s responses to the second lay in another distinctive aspect of english law its common law formulation of coverture the
umbrella term for married women s legal status and property rights the bonds of marriage stayed tightly tied in post reformation england in part because marriage
was as much about wealth as it was about salvation or sexuality and english society had deeply invested in a system that subordinated a wife s identity and property
to those of the man she married to understand this dimension of divorce s history this study looks beyond the church courts to the records of other judicial bodies
the secular courts of common law and equity to bring fresh perspective to a history that remains relevant today
A Practical Guide to Family Proceedings: Blomfield and Brooks 2022-10-04 this court practice guide enables you to avoid the most common pitfalls
encountered across the spectrum of family proceedings thereby speeding up litigation and avoiding unnecessary work and wasted costs orders it covers every
aspect of the court process across family proceedings from divorce and financial remedies to private law and public law children injunctions and committals and
appeals the guidance is set out with clear references to source materials and is supplemented by forms and other practical information the work is a key staple
widely referred to within the family court principal registry of the family division other district registries and county courts the 7th edition includes the following
divorce reform changes to committal proceedings domestic abuse act 2021 inc pd 12j and rule 3a presumption of diminished evidence and vulnerability of witnesses
pd 3aa jurisdiction issues parental alienation this title is included in bloomsbury professional s family law online service
The Hidden Powers of Ritual 2023-12-12 an illuminating overview of the development benefits and importance of ritual in everyday life written by a leading
cognitive anthropologist the hidden powers of ritual is an engaging introduction to ritual studies that presents ritual as an evolved form of human behavior of almost
unimaginable significance to our species every day across the globe people gather to share meals brew caffeinated beverages or honor their ancestors in this book
bradd shore a respected anthropologist reaches beyond familiar big r rituals to present life s humbler overshadowed moments exploring everything from the
balinese pelebon to baseball to family zoom sessions in the age of covid to the sobering reenactment rituals surrounding the moore s ford lynchings in each ritual
shore shows how our capacity to ritualize behavior is a remarkable part of the human story encompassing both the commonly unlabeled interaction rituals studied
by sociologists and the symbolically elaborated sacred rituals of religious studies shore organizes his conception around detailed case studies drawn from
international research and personal experience weaving scholarship with a memoir of a life encompassed by ritual a probing exploration that matches breadth with
accessibility the hidden powers of ritual is a provocative contribution to ritual theory that will appeal to a wide range of readers curious about why these unique
repetitive acts matter in our lives
The Marriage Book 2015-05-12 the definitive anthology of wisdom and wit about one of life s most complex intriguing and personal subjects when and whom do
you marry how do you keep a spouse content do all engaged couples get cold feet how cold is so cold that you should pivot and flee where and how do children fit in
is infidelity always wrong in this volume you won t find a single answer to your questions about marriage you will find hundreds spanning centuries and cultures
sources and genres the marriage book offers entries from ancient history and modern politics poetry and pamphlets plays and songs newspaper ads and postcards it
is an a to z compendium exploring topics from adam and eve to anniversaries fidelity to freedom separations to sex in this volume you ll hear from novelists
clergymen sex experts and presidents with guest appearances by the likes of liz and dick ralph and alice louis ck and neil patrick harris casanova calls marriage the
tomb of love and stephen king calls it his greatest accomplishment with humor perspective breadth and warmth the marriage book is sure to become a classic
Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications 2001 legacy of limga continues the story of a family living in a small rural community with a gold
mining history in queensland australia the people in the story are all fictional but the historical events are accurate this story looks back from a 2015 perspective to



retrace the legacy of a little girl born on the banks of the mary river in gympie in 1869 it will uncover her ongoing journey of faith family love and heartache as the
whole town grows from an insignificant small backblock town to a city through two world wars and the unfolding of incredible changes that swept the whole
australian continent during the twentieth century and into the twenty first century this is the story of community courage and of christian tenacity but it is also the
story of family and a legacy that resonates through generations that is more than about material possessions legacy relates to everyone who believes that love is
stronger than hatred and that true courage is not just about triumphing in hard times but the hope that rises towards an even better tomorrow legacy is a journey
through generations and it traces peoples strength through the historical events many of them tragic and challenging in their lifetimes
Legacy of Limga 2017-06-22 drawing on both biblical studies scholarship and practitioner experience this book explores the disjuncture between complementarian
accounts of biblical marriage and intersections of marriage and violence in texts from jewish and christian scriptures this volume challenges authoritative
complementarian claims to the bible s allegedly clear and unequivocal directions on marriage it refutes these claims with analysis of the muddled and often violent
depictions of marriage in the bible itself regular reminders show why such an exploration matters that is because recourse to the authority and plain meaning of the
bible has had and continues to have impact on real people s lives sometimes this impact is violent and traumatic notably when the bible is weaponised to justify
intimate partner violence this book explores a wide range of biblical texts and interpretations particular focus is placed on the influential pronouncements on
biblical marriage by the us family research council and council for biblical manhood and womanhood textual analysis includes close focus on genesis 1 3 malachi 2
and ephesians 5 this book will appeal to students of biblical studies and theology as well as anyone interested in research based activism and in how sacred texts
are directed towards modern day to day life it investigates marriage the bible and violence all of which play significant roles in public discourses and popular
culture
Marriage, Bible, Violence 2023-10-01 marriage for life begins by listening to the lived experiences of catholic married hiv positive women in order to better
understand their struggles the eight women interviewed in chicago illinois usa shared their stories of marriage of family life of church involvement and of living with
hiv their candid reflections offer a fresh and grounded perspective on the challenges of living with hiv in a us context after listening to and learning from these
women s experiences reimer barry constructs a theology of christian marriage that is life giving in a world with aids while catholic teachings have developed and
now affirm the equal dignity of women and men troubling legacies of women s subordination remain embedded in liturgical practices and theological texts arguing
that self care is an indispensable component of a healthy marriage reimer barry constructs a life affirming theology of marriage that is sensitive to the struggles of
her collaborators she argues that marriage for life must promote the full flourishing of both partners respect wives as equal partners with their husbands and offer a
coherent and empowering sexual ethic building on the wisdom of her collaborators lived experiences reimer barry examines the need for a more adequate catholic
response to hiv and aids arguing that church communities should promote comprehensive sexual education affirm both abstinence and condom use for hiv
prevention and actively work to reduce stigmatizing behaviors within church communities she also unpacks the implications of marriage for life for catholic
liturgical practice marriage preparation programs sexual education programs and family ministries modeling her method on what pope francis calls the art of
accompaniment reimer barry argues that catholic theology of marriage must be renewed and updated so that all can plainly understand that marriage is for life
Economic Policy in the Digital Age 2008 application forms and ordering information for the vital records you need for driver s licenses passports jobs social
security proof of identity etc cover
The Founding Father's Papers 2015-04-09 christian marriage is a permanent union which requires the commitment of both spouses for its maintenance through
fulfillment of its stipulations the failure of the fulfillment of the latter provides legitimate grounds for divorce and remarriage of the innocent party this work
employs a fourfold approach for the development of nt ethical argumentation based on richard b hays moral vision of the new testament the author establishes the
proper contextual grounds for the nt study through formulation of the old testament perspective on marriage as covenant the relevant nt passages are examined
through historical critical and narrative critical methods a critical study of the main christian traditions leads to an ecumenical formulation of the theological
conclusions pragmatic implementation of the thesis follows an examination of the contemporary pluralistic context and applications in both christian communities
and the larger society within its legislative system
Catholic Theology of Marriage in the Era of HIV and AIDS 2009 the phenomenon of bankonka postponement of marriage is increasingly reported in
contemporary japanese media clearly illustrating the changing patterns of modern lifestyles and attitudes towards marriage personal obligation and ambition this is
the first book in recent years to explore the contemporary state of marriage in japanese society setting out the different perceptions and expectations of marriage in
today s japan the book discusses how economic issues and the family impact on marital behaviour contrary to the views of some feminists that young women have
no interest in improving their status and position this book argues that by delaying marriage and childrearing young women can be seen as rebels challenging



japanese patriarchal society unlike many other studies it gives equal attention to male gender roles and masculinity exploring what constitutes being a real man in
japan through the analysis of mainstream and non mainstream conceptions of masculinity that co exist in contemporary japan and considers the implications of such
different roles for the institution of marriage it investigates the roles of wife and mother articulating why the strict division of labour defining men as breadwinners
and women as homemakers became popular moreover it describes the changing character of courtship relationships explaining why the norm has shifted from
arranged marriages pre 1945 to love marriages after that period finally it puts the japanese experience into cross cultural international context with a series of
comparisons with marriage elsewhere both in asia including in korea and hong kong and in western countries such as france sweden italy and the united states
International Vital Records Handbook 2009-01-01 unconventional muslim marriages have been topics of heated public debate around the globe religious scholars
policy makers political actors media personalities and women s activists discuss promote or reject unregistered transnational interreligious and other boundary
crossing marriages couples entering into such marriages however often have different concerns from those publicly discussed based on ethnographic research in
europe the middle east north africa and asia the chapters of this volume examine couples motivations for aspirations about and abilities to enter into these
marriages the contributions show the diverse ways in which such marriages are concluded and inquire into how they are performed authorized or contested as
muslim marriages these marriages may challenge existing ties of belonging and transform boundaries between religious and other communities but they may also
and sometimes simultaneously reproduce and solidify them building on insights from different disciplines both from the social sciences anthropology political
science gender and sexuality studies and from the humanities history islamic legal studies religious studies the authors address a wide range of controversial
muslim marriages unregistered interreligious transnational etc and include the views of religious scholars state authorities and political actors and activists as well
as the couples themselves their families and their wider social circle
Defining the New Testament Logia on Divorce and Remarriage in a Pluralistic Context 2009-09-25 the book that s helped thousands of couples live in the u s
together you re engaged or married to a u s citizen or permanent resident and all you want is the right to be together in the united states should be simple right it s
not the pile of application forms can be overwhelming the bureaucracy isn t helpful and delays are inevitable this book will help you succeed discover the fastest and
best application strategy avoid common and serious mistakes prepare for meetings with officials prove your marriage is real not a fraud deal with the two year
testing period for new marriages the 11th edition covers the latest higher income requirements easing of trump era regulations that put more immigrants at risk of
being denied visas as a likely public charge and a new covid vaccine requirement it also provides handy checklists and illustrative sample forms use this book if you
are living in the united states or overseas and your fiancé is a u s citizen your spouse is a u s citizen or your spouse is a u s permanent resident ilona bray began
practicing immigration law because of her concern with international human rights issues she is the author of becoming a u s citizen and u s immigration made easy
both published by nolo check out her immigration related postings on nolo s blog
Marriage in Contemporary Japan 2023-11-09 after her parents had both died in an accident she had to sign an agreement with him to save her family s company
it was stated in the agreement that he would save her company on the condition that she would allow him to do whatever he wanted with her just because she
resembled the woman he had once loved he had toyed with her a million times and tortured her in every possible way he humiliated her in front of others and then
abandoned her she had loved him but had suffered it wasn t until the agreement expires that she finally ran away from him by the time she left she was already
pregnant a few years later she brought her adorable child back and became strong and cold blooded when they met again he doted on her so much
Muslim Marriage and Non-Marriage 2022-08-05 marriage and the family mirror of a diverse global society is a comprehensive text about marriage and the family in
sociology family science and diversity studies the book is divided into four parts studying marriage patterns and understanding family diversity developing and
maintaining intimate relationships tackling family issues and managing household crises and appreciating contemporary living arrangements in a diverse american
society and across the global community marriage and the family is unique in its focus on diversity as well as its global perspective diversity overview boxes feature
vignettes of family diversity in america global overview boxes invite students to experience family life in different areas of the world indeed families become a
mirror that helps students see a diversifying american society and a globalizing world
Fiance and Marriage Visas 2020-06-13 for more than 40 years the historic documents series has made primary source research easy by presenting full primary
documents and excerpts from documents on the important events of each year for the united states and the world each volume includes approximately 70 events
with well over 100 documents from the previous year from official or other influential reports and surveys to speeches from leaders and opinion makers to court
cases legislation testimony and much more historic documents is renowned for the well written and informative background history and context it provides for each
document each volume begins with an insightful essay that sets the year s events in context and each document or group of documents is preceded by a
comprehensive introduction that provides background information on the event full source citations are provided readers have easy access to material through a



detailed thematic table of contents and a cumulative five year index that directs them to related material in earlier volumes
Contract marriage: His Sweet Wife and Cutest Twin Babies 2019-04-23 ancestry magazine focuses on genealogy for today s family historian with tips for using
ancestry com advice from family history experts and success stories from genealogists across the globe regular features include found by megan smolenyak reader
submitted heritage recipes howard wolinsky s tech driven nextgen feature articles a timeline how to tips for family tree maker and insider insight to new tools and
records at ancestry com ancestry magazine is published 6 times yearly by ancestry inc parent company of ancestry com
Marriage and the Family 2014-07-09 what is involved in the practice of thinking theologically about marriage key writers and thinkers offer an informed
considered and constructive guide to a number of central questions including mike higton on marriage gender and christian doctrine charlotte metheun on what we
can learn from the history of marriage ben fulford on thinking about marriage with scripture julie gittoes on the liturgical theology of marriage john bradbury on
marriage as vocation brett gray on reproduction and the body s grace susannah cornwall on being faithful to our sexuate bodies rachel muers on developing a
contemporary theology of marriage and much more reflecting a broad theological and eccesiological spectrum within the christian tradition thinking again about
marriage offers a vital resource for critical thinking and reflective practice
Historic Documents of 2013 2002-11 the greatest threat to privacy today is not the nsa but good old american companies internet giants leading retailers and
other firms are voraciously gathering data with little oversight from anyone in las vegas no company knows the value of data better than caesars entertainment
many thousands of enthusiastic clients pour through the ever open doors of their casinos the secret to the company s success lies in their one unrivaled asset they
know their clients intimately by tracking the activities of the overwhelming majority of gamblers they know exactly what games they like to play what foods they
enjoy for breakfast when they prefer to visit who their favorite hostess might be and exactly how to keep them coming back for more caesars dogged data gathering
methods have been so successful that they have grown to become the world s largest casino operator and have inspired companies of all kinds to ramp up their own
data mining in the hopes of boosting their targeted marketing efforts some do this themselves some rely on data brokers others clearly enter a moral gray zone that
should make american consumers deeply uncomfortable we live in an age when our personal information is harvested and aggregated whether we like it or not and
it is growing ever more difficult for those businesses that choose not to engage in more intrusive data gathering to compete with those that do tanner s timely
warning resounds yes there are many benefits to the free flow of all this data but there is a dark unregulated and destructive netherworld as well
Ancestry magazine 2016-02-28 the introduction of legislative structures for same sex relationships provides a new lens for grappling with the politics of sexuality
in schools and society the emergence of civil partnership and same sex marriage in ireland brings to the fore international debates around public intimacy religion
in the public sphere secularism and the politics of sexuality equality building on queer feminist and affect theory in innovative ways this book offers insight into the
everyday negotiations of lgbt q teachers as they operate between and across the intersecting fields of education religion and lgbt q politics neary illustrates the
complexity of negotiating personal and professional identities for lgbt q teachers
Thinking Again About Marriage 2014-09-02 introduces an expansive vision of the family and a brilliant legal arrangement that will protect the lives of millions of
adults today about half of all adults are unmarried many of those are in significant relationships some intimate others based in friendship finances or family ties but
the law offers them few protections amid the growing recognition that modern families take all shapes more than marriage presents a refreshing vision for the
future with this book noted family law expert john g culhane takes us on a guided tour of how the march toward marriage equality spun off a number of other legal
statuses and explores how the law has expanded and where it falls short this lively living history is grounded in relatable in depth interviews that give voice to the
millions of americans building family structures outside the protections of marriage whether by choice necessity or exclusion culhane proposes an updated legal
status that offers flexible and portable benefits for a diverse range of commitments and needs as more than marriage shows this choose your own adventure
structure more accurately reflects and more equitably protects the many kinds of families we choose to build
What Stays in Vegas 2016-12-01 unearth your family s past by mining the global wealth of digital and print ancestry records in how to do everything genealogy
award winning researcher and genealogy writer george g morgan shows how to start and continue your family history research using traditional records and
techniques as well as the full array of online databases digitized records social networks and other tools learn how to organize and create your family tree find
documents about your family research census documents military service records and land and property rolls plan a successful genealogy research trip evaluate
sources and other vital skills to help you uncover and illuminate your family s story structure an effective research strategy locate and access genealogy resources
for u s canadian uk and ireland and australian research see illustrations of scores of sample documents get past brick walls and dead ends in your research place
your ancestors in geographical and historical context access libraries archives and other repositories online learn the most efficient internet search techniques
research and verify ancestors using genetic genealogy dna use social networking sites and collaboration techniques discover and use alternative research paths to



locate difficult to find records learn to integrate your research by reviewing a real case study
LGBT-Q Teachers, Civil Partnership and Same-Sex Marriage 2023-05-02 botany in the romantic era played a role in debates about life nature and knowledge as
evidenced in this ambitious beautifully illustrated study winner 2012 british society for literature and science book prize romanticism was a cultural and intellectual
movement characterized by discovery revolution and the poetic as well as by the philosophical relationship between people and nature botany sits at the
intersection where romantic scientific and literary discourses meet clandestine marriage explores the meaning and methods of how plants were represented and
reproduced in scientific literary artistic and material cultures of the period theresa m kelley synthesizes romantic debates about taxonomy and morphology the
contemporary interest in books and magazines devoted to plant study and images and writings by such authors as mary wollstonecraft and anna letitia barbauld
period botanical paintings of flowers are reproduced in vibrant color bringing her argument and the romantics passion for plants to life in addition to exploring
botanic thought and practice in the context of british romanticism kelley also looks to the german philosophical traditions of kant hegel and goethe and to charles
darwin s reflections on orchids and plant pollination her interdisciplinary approach allows a deeper understanding of a time when exploration of the natural world
was a culture wide enchantment
More Than Marriage 2012-02-07 the first book to examine religious feminist activists in israel the u s and kuwait
How to Do Everything Genealogy 3/E 2012-11-15 this four volume collection of primarily newly transcribed manuscript material brings together sources from both
sides of the atlantic and from a wide variety of regional archives it is the first collection of its kind allowing comparisons between the development of the family in
england and america during a time of significant change volume 4 managing families ii in this final volume documents are focused on some of the more negative
aspects of family life sections focus on authority power and discontent violence and conflict and death and mourning topics include estate disputes contested
marriages spousal abuse deaths wills and memorials
Clandestine Marriage 2015 how do people talk about marriage who gets to do the talking when why where and how do these things change from the experiences
of women forced to marry as children to those of older women who never married from investigations of cross border marriage applications to christian pastors
sermons on divorce from oppositional media discussions of same sex marriage to pro marriage equality protest signs this collection presents research from across
the globe addressing the often shifting context specific ways that we talk about marriage developed from the work of the uk based discourses of marriage research
group and a two day conference drawing together scholars interested in talk of marriage and related topics this interdisciplinary volume brings together linguists
psychologists and film makers and draws on data from the uk germany taiwan the us belgium and turkey it is intended both as a survey of some contemporary
trends in research on marriage and as a foundation for further research the chapters in this book except for chapters 1 and 7 were originally published as a special
issue of the journal critical discourse studies this volume comes with a new introduction
MALDEN SOLDIERS SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR 2011 this 2007 book analyzes how why and when pre modern europeans documented their marriages through
property deeds marital settlements dotal charters church court depositions wedding liturgies and other indicia of marital consent the authors consider both the
function of documentation in the process of marrying and what the surviving documents say about pre modern marriage and how people in the day understood it
drawing on archival evidence from classical rome medieval france england iceland and ireland and renaissance florence douai and geneva the volume provides a
rich interdisciplinary analysis of the range of marital customs laws and practices in western christendom the chapters include freshly translated specimen
documents that bring the reader closer to the actual practice of marrying than the normative literature of pre modern theology and canon law
Citizenship, Faith, & Feminism 2021-11-18 this volume presents for the first time evidence for non royal consanguineous marriage in ancient egypt the evidence
was collated from select sources from the middle kingdom to the roman period and it has been used to investigate the potential economic and biological outcomes
particularly beyond the level of sibling and half sibling unions
Family Life in England and America, 1690–1820, vol 4 2023-09-26 this book examines the existing constitutional and legal system in england wales and
scotland through the prism of its treatment of religion and belief the study encompasses questions of church state relations but pushes far beyond these it asks
whether the approach to religion which has spread out from establishment to permeate the whole legal framework is a cause of concern or celebration in relation to
individual and collective freedoms the primary focus of the work is the synergy between the religious dimension of the juridical system and the fundamental pillars
of the constitution parliamentary sovereignty the rule of law separation of powers and human rights javier garcía oliva and helen hall challenge the view that
separation between public and religious authorities is the most conducive means of nurturing a free and democratic society in modern britain the authors explore
whether counter intuitively for some the religious dynamic to the legal system actually operates to safeguard liberties and has a role in generating an inclusive and
adaptable backdrop for our collective life they suggest that the present paradigm brings benefits for citizens of all shades of religious belief and opinion including



atheist and humanist perspectives as well as secondary advantages for those with profound beliefs on non religious matters such as pacifism and veganism in
support of their contentions garcía oliva and hall examine how the religious dimension of the legal framework operates to further essential constitutional principles
in diverse settings ranging from criminal to family law in a groundbreaking move the authors also set the legal discussion alongside its social and cultural context
they consider how the theological perspectives of the larger faith traditions might influence members ideas around the key constitutional precepts and they include
extracts from interviews which give the personal perspective of more than 100 individuals on contemporary issues of law and religious freedom these voices are
drawn from a range of fields and positions on faith while the authors are at pains to stress that these sections do not support or advance their legal or theological
conclusions they do provide readers with a human backdrop to the discussion and demonstrate its crucial importance in twenty first century britain
Approaches to Discourses of Marriage 2007-02-05 beyond the institution of marriage its norms and rules what was life like for married couples in greco roman
antiquity this volume explores a wide range of sources over seven centuries to uncover possible answers to this question on tombstones curse or oracular tablets in
contracts petitions letters treatises biographies novels and poems throughout egypt greece and rome 107 couples express themselves or are given life by their
contemporaries and share their experiences of and views on marital relationships and their practical and emotional consequences renowned scholars and the next
generation of experts explore seven centuries of source material to uncover the dynamics of the married life of metropolitan and provincial famous and unknown
young and old couples men s and women s hopes fears traumas joys endeavours and needs are analysed and reveal an array of interactions and behaviours that
enlighten us on gender roles social expectations and intimate dealings in antiquity known texts are revisited new evidence is put forward and novel interpretations
and concepts are offered which highlight local and chronological specificities as well as transhistorical commonalities the analysis of married life in greco roman
antiquity from ongoing vetting process to place where to find security reveals the fundamental yearning to be included and loved and how the tensions created by
the sometimes contradictory demands of traditional ideals and individual realities can be resolved furthering our knowledge of social and cultural mechanisms
married life in greco roman antiquity will provide valuable resources of interest to scholars and students of classical studies as well as social history gender studies
family history the history of emotions and microhistory
To Have and to Hold 2020-06-25 weave your way through the tangled web of medicare medicare for dummies 3rd edition will help you navigate the complicated
often confusing maze of the medicare system in simple language with clear step by step instructions the book helps you determine how and when to enroll avoid
costly mistakes and find a plan that is right for you and your family written bypatricia barry a nationally recognized authority on medicare and medicare part d
prescription drug coverage this invaluable resource offers tips on reducing out of pocket expenses guidance for knowing your rights and protections ways to choose
the best policy for you with this definitive guide you ll get answers to the most common and not so common questions about medicare to get the most out of your
coverage
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